
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES· By Steve Griffiths

Part 31
Balsa wing skins, adhesives,
and more on cutting
templates

Planning the makeup of the skins
Before making up the sheets from which the skins are to be cut. a litte
planning can make the end result more effective and economical. the cost
of balsa being what it is. The first thing is to make a conveniently sized scale
drawing of the wings, with a margin to allow for fitting: I forgot to mention
when discussing veneer skins that the wing surface 'with the greater cur","
ture will require a skin that is slightly wider than that for the other surface.
and both will be wider than the wing in plan view. On this drawing superim
pose the balsa sheets (Fig. 14.42, Al to determine how many sheets will
be needed, and what size sheets are best. Draw up the sheets slightly nar
rower than the stendard widths - I reduce them by 1/8" - to allow for some
trimming at the edges to make sure they fit closely. Wider sheets may
reduce the number needed but increase the wastage. so it's worth tryng
combinations of sheet widths to see what works best [Fig. 14.42, SI.
Jumping ahead a little, with a sparred wing it can be a good idea to
arrange the sheets so that a joint lies along the spar, so that joint at least is
supported and bound together better when it is glued down. The use of
shorter sheets where there is taper on leading or trailing edges may also
be possible, and a piece cut away to produce a taper may be reusable,
turned round, on the other edge, or in the ·same place on another skin [Fig.
14.42, Cl providing that the balsa is of a reasonably consiswnt density
along its length (see below). Making up a wider set may also enable t""o
skins to be cut from the one composite sheet, perhaps reducing the num
ber of joints needed and thereby speeding up the process, and uSing 48"
long sheets may be advantegeous in these respects. As with veneer skins.
the grain of the balsa should be arranged roughly paralleltD the quarr.er
chord line of the wing or, perhaps better still. parallel to the line of maxi
mum thickness, this latter giving better resistance to bending.

When some of the sheets are harder than the others, there are twO

ways of using these harder sheets to advantage. Placing the harder sheets

Skinning with balsa
Although veneer splits easily across the grain. and crumples when subject
ed to pressure along the grain, in close combination with a foam substrate
that may itself seem rather weak and floppy it produces a wing that is sur
prisingly strong and which can be difficult to twist, so keeping its shape 
and its aerodynamic qualities - under load. A surface that provides strength
and retains the shape of the wing like this is known as a "stressed skin",
and for it to work properly the integrity of the skinning material must be
maintained. Balsa works in exactly the same way, but because it is usually
available only in narrow sheets, some of the integrity of the finished skins is
dependent on the joints made as sheets are butted together to produce a
piece wide enough.

Balsa is more prone than veneer to variations in strength and weight both
along and across the grain, so the selection of suitable sheets for consis
tent density and straightness of grain is important. For skinning foam wings.
a typical 3" x 36" x 1/16" sheet of balsa should weigh around 0.4 ounces
(11-12 grams), i.e. with a density of around 6-7 Ib./cu.ft. In general, the
thicker the skin, the lower the density that can be used safely. Of course,
for wings that are to carry high stress loads, and when weight is not an
issue, heavier stuff should be used, although it would be rare for a wing
intended to operate in this regime not to derive its main strength from a
suiteble arrangement of spars, reducing reliance on the skin to provide the
necessary strength.

Advantages of using balsa are that it is lighter than veneer, at least in the
right quality sheets of 1/16" thickness, and as the foam core is thinner
when cut for balsa skins a litte weight can be saved there too. Also. repairs
to damaged balsa skins are often easier to effect than those to veneer. If
necessary, bals"asheets can be finger~ointed end to end to make up the
required length, whereas this is not really possible with veneer.

Despite the differences, the processes entailed in applying balsa skins to
the foam are essentially the same as those employed for veneer. but as
noted the preparation of the skins generally requires more work.
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to give guidance on the right quality of wood as we go along.
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@ One 3" wide and two 4" wide sheets

@ This waste can be used here on another skin

Note: There may be a beller arrangement that wastes less balsa
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Material selection
As we are coming onto our first real use of balsa, it's relevant also to
include here a few more wares about selecting wood of the right quality. If
you are building from a plan. then you will be able to select the appropriate
balsa from the shop. However, if your model is from a kit, all the materials
needed should be included: unfortunately, this doesn't mean that they will be
of the right quality, ')0 before cutting or. gluing anything go through the kit
contents and identify which wood is right for which parts of the model. If it's
a good kit, that will be all you need to do, but if, having allocated bits to the
various components, if any left-{)ver wood is unsuitable for the remaining

Summary of the work completed:
1: Prepare the templates:
2: Cut the foam block to shape;
3: Mark the chord~ine positions;
4: Fit the templates and cut both lower surfaces;
5: Repair imperfections and sand smooth;
S: Prepare the skins;
7: Skin both lower surfaces;
8: Refit the templates and cue both upper surfaces;
s: Repair imperfections and sand smooth;
1 0: S~jn bom upper surfaces;
11: Trim off excess skin with knife, razor plane and sanding block.

Before moving on to the further work needed to finish the wing. it is worth
considering some variations in templates and the cutting and skinning
processes.

fI~ f me vvings aI's to be put aside before further work is done on them,m r.-:::>::lct::;:::;r'''lh!c rh::.m Cl"''''llr~t"cl\l in rho. \,.,ClCt'O fnon""l onrl rClna t'ho ','\1hl"'lloI.~g;;'~;":Jith ~';~\~-;;i;;-~f~~~~~~-~~e' ~I~~g-~;chl;n; ';d~'~~~~nda
couple et each end, and leave them on a flat surface in a dry atmos
phere where they will not be subjected to extremes of temperature 

not in a loh;, for example, Placing a weighted board on top will help to keep
mem in shape, The waste foam from the tops and bottoms of the panels
often comes in useful at later stages of construction, so do not throw it
away,



potentially saving some time. As mentioned before, it i5 a/50 acceptable to
cut only one panel from each block of foam, and sometimes there is no
choice, when blocks thick enough for two panels can't be obtained. None of
these choices affects the basic principles of preparing the block and tam
plates, or cutting and skinning the panels.

Alternative adhesives
It is possible to fix the skins to white foam with PVA, but doing so is not
quite so straightforward as it might seem, PVA is not a contact adhesive,
so the skin must be held firmly onto the foam until the glue has set, and
this requires some means of maintaining pressure over the whole surface
for some time. Advantages are that the skin can be positioned more pre
cisely, as there is no immediata grab from the glue when contact is made;
all skins can be applied and left to dry - given that all surfaces have been cut
- at the same time, if the adhesive is applied quickly; and finally, PVA forms
an immensely strong bond between white foam and wood skins. It may also
be used on pink foam, but will take longer to dry as pink foam is less
absorbent than whita. On blue foam it will also work, though skins are more
likely to de-laminate under shock, bringing off a thin layer of the foam as
they do so.

To Use PVA. botn the foam and the surface or the skin shouid De give" aI'
even coat of adhesive, and to facilitate this the PVA can be thinned by the
addition of water, about 10'/0 by volume, mixed thoroughly and brushed or
sponged on, with the surfaces brought into contact while the adhesive is
still wet.

Provided that all the pieces of waste foam are available, a simple press
can be made by re-assembling the original block on a firm, fiat base and
applying weight distributed evenly over its upper surface by a stiff board.
Because it is possible for the adhesive to seep through the skin by capillary
action, assisted by the whole being under pressure, it is important to place
a layer of polythene (or Mylar (r) or the backing material from most iron-on
films) immediately next to the outer surface of the skin, taking care that no
creases are present, especially if the skins are balsa. More even pressure
can also be maintained over the whole surface by having a layer of resilient
material between the foam waste and the polythene (Fig. 14.48): this will
compensate for any slight mismatches that there may be between waste
and skin as a result of finishing the cores by filling and sanding; examples of
suitable materials are pieces of blanket, carpet underfelt, and bobbly non
slip rubber mesh. Considerable weight is needed to ensure good contact,
stacks of books and car batteries being suitable, though too much weight
may crush the foam so don't overdo it. There are other presses that oper
ata without weights, and which, although more laborious to construct. may
be convenient if frequent use is required: I hope to cover these later.

Another suitable adhesive, particularly when the cores are of blue foam, is
lovv-viscosity epoxy resin, typically sold as laminating resin and intended pri
marily for cladding structul'es in glas&cloth, It is somewhat messier to use
than PVA or latex, as well as being more difficult to spread on the foam,
and for health reasons barrier cream and impervious gloves should be worn
when using it, Hovvever, it can strengthen the veneer or balsa by soaking
into the fibr'es while still wet, and most such resins take several hours to
cure so allowing plenty of time for absorption into the wood and, to a lesser
extent, into the foam. As with PVA, the wings need to be pressed, inter
leaved with polythene and cushioning, while the epoxy cures, and it is impor
tant to apply only a thin coat as any that is squeezed out can, after it hard
ens, be difficult to remove without causing damage. The wings should be
left in the press at least overnight, or longer with some resins, and bear in

Figure 14.46 Simple Wing Press

mind that curing time is extended at low temperatures, Res;n that ",apillar;,..
es through balsa skins is almost impossible to remove, and may well leave
islands standing proud if the skins need sanding latar - as they almost cer
tainly will. With veneer, it's also difficult to remove, but since veneer skins
are likely to need less finishing work than balsa it is perhaps of less con
cern,

Under no circumstances should polyester resin be used, as it is a very
effective solvent for foam and will leave you with a sticky, shapeless mess
between the skins.

Template variations
The tamplates that I have described so far have been male, made to the
shape of the aerofoil, and without lead-ins and lead-outs; two other forms of
template, each having different advantages and disadvantages, are worthy
of a few words,

Templates with leadins and leacJ.outs
On my preferred templatas, the hot wire is positioned on the leading edge
shape rather than on a specific lead-in, and on exit is held on a balsa wedge
supporting the template tail, or even on the overhanging skin of the first
sur'face wrl8n trle second surface is Cut. SGiiie iIiode1l213 pi""Sf2i' tG h8'v'G G

more positive system of support for the wire at these two critical points,
and make their templates with extensions at nose and tail aspecially to pro
vide this (Fig. 14.47. A). The main disadvanteges of using these templates
are that you have to make two for each section, rather than one, and the
mounting holes in each pair must match exactly if the two surfaces are to
finish up in the correct relationship to each other. The only advantege that I
can see for the average modeller is that the templates incorporate more
material, making the tail able to be supported better, and permitting more
mounting holes to fix the templata more firmly to the block. If, however. you
are producing a lot of identical wings from foam blocks of a stendard thick
ness, then the templates can be made to position the chord lines at the
correct heights without having to measure and mark every time (thus sav-
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ing time and reducing the chance of error). will need less support because
the bottom edges can sit on the bench, and can incorporate any washout
required;

If I were to use this form of template, I would make the lead-out differently
(Fig. 14.47, B). so that as each end of the wire exits from the foam it is
held at the correct level until the whole of the wire is free, perhaps 1/32"
or so clear of the foam. Since neither of these tamplates has a fully shaped
leading edge, they cannot can be used later to form the leading edge when
completing the wing.

Male-female templates
Also of more use when several identical wings are being made is another
form, again requiring two tamplates to be made. One of these is female
(Fig. 14.48, A) and used to make the first cut, after which the block is
reflssembled and the male component (Fig. 14.46, 6) u5ed for the 5ec
ond cut. This type is almost always made with lead-ins and lead-outs and to
stand on the bench. and therefore has much the same advantages and dis
advantages as the previous type. In addition, the concave female template is
more difficult to make than a convex male form, and these templates are
not easy to re-use on blocks that are thinner than those for which they
were designed because the chord~ine heights are fixed; a thinner block
would need packing under it. The female tamplate must be pinned to the
waste beneath the panel, requiring this to be thicker and more wasteful.
The sequence of cutting and skinning must be decided before the templat.9S
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"Normal" male template, in place ready to cut top surfa'ce
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are made, since for the male template to work correctly the block replaced
after the first cut must always be at the same height; the presence or
gDSenCeof a skin on the first cut face affects this. The main problem with

~')se 'of a female template, though, is that if the hot wire is accidentally..ea during cutting it cuts into the wing, whereas on a male template it
cuts into the waste.

When once I had a number of identical wings to make for friends who
were all building the same design of model, I found a male-male variant to
be easier and very efficient: apart from having to make two templates for
each section, this has none of the disadvantages of the male-female type.
Instead of the female component, I use a male version (Fig. 14.49, A)
with legs that sit on the bench for fitting, allowing it to be pinned directly to
the foam without measuring or marking; the block is then inverted to cut
the bottom surface of the panel. The leg length can be set to a minimum
making it suitable for use on blocks of different thicknesses, even those thin
enough for only a single panel. and there is no difficult concave edge to
shape, By leaving only a small gap between the inside edges of the legs and
the working edge of the template, the wire can be placed correctly to stert
the cut and is held safely when it exits. For the second face, a normal male
full-chord template is used (Fig. 14.49. Bl, and of course this can be
pinned back on later as a guide for shaping the leading edge. To ensure
that it is fixed to the foam in exactly the right place, both templates' edges
are shaped and the leading edge registration holes are made first. Then,
for the purpose of drilling the mounting holes, the templates are clamped
rogether using the registration hole and the common edge to align them
precisely. Another pair is needed for the tip end (Fig. 14.4S. Cl, and by
making one leg longer any required washout can be built in automatically. If
you find yourself in the position of having to make a number of identical
wings, and especially if you have to cut them from foam blocks of different
thicknesses, I can recommend this form of template. The little extra work
required in preparation is more than repaid by the time saved and consis
tency achieved later.

We'll continue next time with the preparation of the wing .•
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